Cub Manufacturing 1/29/2016
Time to update you on our project list! This week Maverick and Kacey continue work on the
chicken grill and have started the second prototype while Alex Sage continues to improve upon the
chicken grill design. As part of the overall process, Andrew and Alex have worked to grind all paint
from the metal gas rack we are building for Super ATV. Mr. Lamb, Trey, and Taylor cut the boards to
size for the table we are donating to King Club.
As one of the weekly contributors, I wanted to take a moment and share with you what Cub
Manufacturing means to me as a student.
“My name is Jacob Holley. I’m very proud to be in Cub Manufacturing. It’s an honor to be a
part of this business we are forming. I do not know a day I don’t learn something new as in how to
weld, operate the PlasmaCam, or operate a torch. When I first heard that Mr. Lamb was going to
teach this class, I was so excited! When I arrived at my home I could not wait to tell everyone.
Mr.Lamb has become a second father to me. When I was having a problem he lead me to the right
direction, just like my own father does. He helped me make a gift for my Grandpa in Arizona who is
going through a rough time. Mr.Lamb helped me design and produce multiple products until we
produced the perfect gift.”
As a class and team, we are still determined as ever when it comes to accomplishing our
goals. We work together like a well oiled machine. None of us collide with each other or have second
thoughts about anything we do. We keep everything straight and organized to the letter. There are
times where it can be stressful and tiresome, but we pull through on top. I hope everyone had an
outstanding week.

Mr.Lamb in all his glory.

Material for the table.

Start of the gas rack.

Start of the chicken grill. Getting material cut to length and ready to cut.

